
| Ultimate Pipeband Series |

Snaredrums
Productinformation



Tensionrings  

Made out of special aluminium alloy. Focused on strength and 
durability.  Precisely CC machined, mirror finished and available 
in different finishes.  Just the best quality available on the entire 
market.

The UPS series snaredrums are build as a freefloating concept. The unique construction where the drumhead is ten-
sioned between the aluminium collar and the tensionring. 
Both components are precisely CC machined and stand for an extra ordinary strong construction. The only tension 
limit is the strength of your drumhead. The drums fitted with special tube lugs to tension the bottom head equipped 
with strong chrome plated inserts and are completed with an Aluforce or Plywood Impact drumshell optimum of 
protection and a sound which is as strong and crispy sound . Just one step ahead in construction, sound and features. 
This is the world class sidedrum to choose for.
  

Ultimate Pipeband Series | Just designed an munufactured to beat the best!! 
!!

Ultimate Pipeband Series Snaredrums

Protection Brackets

Top Strainer

Snares

Top | We searched for the best available on the market and found it!!  A 30 strands top  
handcrafted wirepackage is used for this snaredrum.  It will guarantee the specific sound you 
need for Pipes and Drums  

Bottom | A  20 strands wiresnare of high quality standard is used to complete the top and  
bottom snaresection. 

Collar

Made out of special aluminium alloy.  
Focused on strength and durability.   
Precisely CC machined to create just the  
best construction for both bearing edge and extreme high  
tension. The collar just stand for quality and a life time  
durability.   
To adapt the drum to a carrier we choose the collar to attached 
the adaptor for a strong connection between carrier an drum. 

Ultimate Pipeband Series | Just designed an munufactured to beat the best!!

Tension Rods

The drums are fitted with 12 stainless steel tension rods 
(M6X 1,5) for durability and strength to stand the high 
tension suitable for these drums, creating the sound / 
tension you need.

Drumheads

Easy to handle and fully adjustable, both 
height  and snare tensioning. 
CC machined components like Delrin and 
special high quality anodized aluminium 
completes the strainer are the absolute top 
level available. Reliable and functional for 
the extreme demands in sound and function.   

Bottom Strainer

This high quality component is used for  
these drum. 
Existing out of an aluminium extrusion  
sliding profile it stands for accurate tuning of the  
bottom snares height and snare tension is adjustable.  

Lugs

12 alluminum tubelugs are used to complete 
the freefloating concept.  
The tube lugs do have strong and precizely 
manufactured chrome plated inserts to create 
the extreme and accurate tension you need for 
this most outstanding Pipeband side drum. 

We only use the best component and there fore these series we choosed for Remo Cybermax   
drumhead.
 
Top | Remo Cybermax    Bottom |  UCT: Remo Ambassador TD 
 
“The best drums need only the best available drumheads”

To protect the different snarestrain-
ers and tensionhoops when putting 
the drum on the floor, a set of 2 solid 
chrome plated brackets are mounted 
on the drum.   



Color Options

Shells

Plywood Impact  |  A 4mm 6-ply wooden shell made out of a combination of beech and occume. 
Both wood species which are the basics of light and strong drums shell.  

 Plywood Impact | The heartbeat of your drum!! 

Aluforce  |  Precisely CC bended and welded aluminium shells made out of a special 1.5 mm aluminium sheet material.  
Extremely light in weight with an excellent performance in sound and durability.

Aluforce it just says where it stands for!!  
Light in weight and strong in sound!!

Features and Models

Art. nr. Size Shell Tensionrings Collar Lugs Strain-
er

Snares Tension 
Rods 

Drumheads Weight

UPS1210 UCT 12”x10” Plywood 
Impact

CC Machined High grade 
Aluminum 

10 UCT Steel 
Wires

10 Remo Falam 
Cybermax

5,8 kg 
12.8 lbs 

UPS1310 UCT 13”x10” Plywood 
Impact

CC Machined High grade 
Aluminum 

12 UCT Steel 
Wires

12 Remo Falam 
Cybermax

6,2 kg 
13.6 lbs 

UPS1412 UCT 14”x12” Plywood 
Impact

CC Machined High grade 
Aluminum 

12 UCT Steel 
Wires

12 Remo Falam 
Cybermax

7,1 kg 
15.5 lbs 

Art. nr. Size Shell Tensionrings Collar Lugs Strainer Snares Tension 
Rods 

Drumheads Weight

APS1210 UCT 12”x10” Aluforce CC Machined High 
grade Aluminum 

10 UCT Steel 
Wires

10 Remo Falam 
Cybermax

5,6 kg
12.4 lbs  

APS1310 UCT 13”x10” Aluforce CC Machined High 
grade Aluminum 

12 UCT Steel 
Wires

12 Remo Falam 
Cybermax

6,0 kg
13.2 lbs  

APS1412 UCT 14”x12” Aluforce CC Machined High 
grade Aluminum 

12 UCT Steel 
Wires

12 Remo Falam 
Cybermax

6,9 kg
15.1 lbs  

“Various Shell and Hardware colour finishes available, please ask for colour charts!”
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